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When we met together last year, we had a lively discussion about the future of regional and community 

banking that put the industry’s dilemma in an important new light.  This year, you have asked me to 

identify key federal policy issues that guide your strategic decision-making.  Putting the continuing 

community-bank challenge together with the upcoming agenda has led me to a conclusion I would like 

to explore with you this evening:  if banks see themselves as defined by size, not by the business they 

do, they will drive so fundamental a schism into the sector that they will inadvertently redefine financial 

intermediation in ways that do nothing for any bank – big or small. 

 

Banks have for decades owned a monopoly franchise – gathering funds under a unique federal 

regulatory framework and using these funds for an array of assets and activities.  Not all of this went all 

that well – indeed, as we have seen since 2008, some of it was disastrous.  I don’t, though, think we can 

parse this crisis any more than any others by the size of the alleged perpetrators.  Big banks did way-

dumb things prompted in part by insouciance derived from the lack of market discipline and supervisory 

scrutiny.  But, the hundreds of small banks that failed during the crisis, not to mention the thousands of 

home-town mortgage brokers and non-bank lenders that fueled the crisis demonstrate dramatically that 

a small franchise conveys no blessing. 

 

The more small banks go after big ones based on assertions that behemoths remain “too big to fail,” the 

more they promote a regulatory framework that treats all insured depositories as the equivalent of 

public utilities – not what most small banks have in mind for themselves, I am sure.  The more big banks 

disregard small-bank needs and fears, the greater the chance Congress and/or regulators will mandate 

stringent rules that skirt political debate due to small-bank exemptions even though the standards 

redefine banking in ways that do no good for any regulated banking organization, let alone the broader 

efficiency of the U.S. financial market. 

 

So, I’ve come to sing Kumbayah.  As both sides mount up for this year’s looming battle over too big to 

fail, I’ll offer a different course in which banks big and small can join together on a concerted agenda of 

reasoned reform and renewed market discipline.  Big banks are fundamentally different than small ones 

– it’s no different in this industry than in cars, telecommunications, power distribution and a host of 

other sectors.  These differences mean divergent business strategies, but these bottom-line differences 

do not need to drive a divisive civil war that, if it does anyone any good, will benefit only non-banks still 

largely outside the purview of federal regulatory sanction even as they offer products more and more 

akin to traditional banking.  Mobile payments, anyone? 

 

 

Sizing Up Commercial Banks 

 

More than a few years ago, the long-time head of what was then called the Independent Bankers 

Association of America told me that, “Anything that’s good for big banks is bad for small ones and I’m 

against it.”  He was talking then about interstate banking, but he made it clear that he also meant then-

controversial proposals like letting banks underwrite municipal revenue bonds – a crack in the Glass-

Steagall barricades he also vigorously opposed.  Before this debate, this small-bank warrior also sided 

with small S&Ls against those who wanted them to hold more capital on grounds that anything that cost 

small insured depositories money would hurt his members at the benefit of bigger banks better able to 

meet new rules. 
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What happened?  First, as you will readily acknowledge, small banks lost each one of these seemingly 

seminal battles.  In the case of the alliance with S&Ls, they did so in a spectacular way, since the S&L 

crisis, spawned by the prolonged struggle over effective regulation, created the worst case of systemic 

risk in the U.S. between the Great Depression and our own near-death experience in 2007-08.  But, all 

the other battles over interstate banking, new powers and the like did was slow down the pace of 

inevitable change.  Small banks sounded the trumpet and Congress heard the call for years, but these 

were years in which bigger banks assiduously exploited every crack in the federal edifice to redefine 

themselves.  Now, as you know, the number of community banks is about a third of what it was when I 

had this discussion with the IBAA head twenty or so years ago, and a far larger percentage of banking 

assets is held in dramatically fewer banks. 

 

 

The TBTF Conundrum 

 

Undeterred by this bitter history, small banks are mounting up again.  This time, it’s on the grounds that 

Dodd-Frank left the largest banks too big to fail – TBTF for short.  I disagree – I think Title I of Dodd-Frank 

mandates a very stringent regulatory framework for the nation’s largest banks and non-banks – and, if 

I’m wrong, all of them are screaming about it just for the fun of it.   

 

And, let’s re-read the law when it comes to closing the biggest financial firms:  Title II says clearly that 

big banks must plan for Chapter 11 and regulators are to be sure they can in fact be shuttered that way.  

Work well under way to craft a “single point of entry” resolution protocol should make this goal a 

reality.  A detailed study issued last October by my firm goes through these issues in detail.
1
  

 

Is this for sure?  No, not yet.  But, are the FRB and FDIC working as hard as they can as fast as they can to 

make it meaningful?  Yes, indeed.  If the OLA regime is completed and, then, advocated in a manner that 

makes skeptics count on it, giant banks will be subject to far more market discipline than small ones and 

– a vital point – non-bank systemic financial-services firms will also be resolved in an orderly fashion 

without AIG and Bear Stearns style bail-outs. 

 

If you did repeal Title II, what would you get?  A day older and far deeper in debt to taxpayers the next 

time a systemic crisis comes around – the opposite of the market discipline Dodd-Frank opponents 

contemplate.  If they had a replacement regime to OLA, that might be one thing.  But, they don’t – the 

“Chapter 14” reforms are not OLA replacements, just refinements. 

 

But let’s not debate this tonight and instead go on to pragmatic politics.  I don’t think small-bank 

advocates of repealing Titles I and II will be able to persuade the House and Senate to repeal them.  The 

House might pass legislation to this effect, but I doubt the Senate will and, even if it should do so, 

President Obama will likely veto it.  So, what will a prolonged, unproductive fight do to the combatants? 

 

                                                           
1
 FedFin, Are U.S. SIFIs Still TBTF? An Assessment of the New Resolution Regime for Systemically-Important 

Financial Institutions (Oct. 22, 2012), available at 

http://www.fedfin.com/images/stories/client_reports/assessment%20of%20resolution%20regime%20for%20sifis.

pdf.  
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First, it will take a lot of energy that could be put to better use:  building out the Dodd-Frank orderly-

liquidation authority (OLA) and related systemic rules so that they are the rigorous resolution and 

regulatory framework demanded in law and under construction in an array of pending rules.   

 

Worse, the coming TBTF battle will not only be lost by small banks, but also cost both sides dearly.  As I 

suggested a minute ago, I think the only thing that will rise from the smoke of this fight will be still more 

rules premised on the view that banks are the equivalent of utilities – that is, firms that are regulated in 

terms of not just how much capital they must hold, but also on how much they can pay in dividends, the 

compensation they can offer, the products they can sell and the prices they can charge.  Small banks 

might get exceptions from all these utility-like standards – they did for example in the Durbin 

interchange fees – but what good did even this really do for them or the broader point:  banking should 

be a private-sector business under rules that promote prudence and punish failure. 

 

The best thing for community banks is, I think, to push giant banks to make orderly resolution real as 

fast as possible.  Discounted as market discipline was before the crisis, it has real teeth if investors and 

counterparties understand they’re on their own in a crisis.   

 

Isn’t this what small banks want – parity so that small customers with insured deposits are protected 

and holding-company shareholders get their come-uppance?  Since Dodd-Frank is here to stay, make it 

work. 

 

 

Why the TBTF “Cure” is Worse Than the Disease 

 

A retort to this suggestion is that Dodd-Frank won’t ever work because Congress will chicken out under 

stress and make big banks TBTF all over again.  Based on this fear, some have argued for break-up or 

limitations to rein in the largest banks.  The president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, Richard 

Fisher, has argued for activity restrictions, while FDIC Vice Chair Thomas Hoenig has pushed for a simple 

– and very high – leverage requirement in lieu of the Basel standards.  Last Friday, the president of the 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Bill Dudley, joined Governor Daniel Tarullo in arguing that systemic 

risk remains so worrisome that big BHCs should get tough new funding restrictions, adding that non-

bank financial firms should get access to the Federal Reserve’s lender-of-last-resort facilities if they 

provide “social value.”   

 

Let’s leave aside the philosophy of these proposals and turn to their strategic impact.  What do these do 

for smaller banks?  Nothing good from a bottom-line perspective as far as I can tell.   

 

First to Fisher.  Unless someone comes up with a “narrow bank” scheme that exempts small banks – 

which I doubt – banks of all sizes would need to confine themselves to acceptable activities.  This might 

sound appealing – back to the business of making loans to friends and neighbors. 

 

But, can small banks go back to Bedford Falls?  I doubt it.  Like it or not, financial markets are 

commoditized, data-driven affairs.  New rules may well make portfolio lending more profitable than it 

has been, but that still won’t be by much.  As community banks know from their disastrous foray into 

commercial real estate, there’s not all that much loan demand close to home.  I’m not sure any pending 

policy will do much to change that, just as new rules won’t resurrect Studebaker or other small auto 

manufacturers.  The future of small banks is offering financial services – advice, brokerage and similar 
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high-touch services.  These would be barred in a narrow bank, so this cure to TBTF is worse than the 

disease from a small-bank perspective. 

 

Leverage standards as high as the moon?  I don’t think so.  Simple leverage seemingly promotes simple 

banks – so far, so good for many small ones.  But, leverage – even high leverage – creates a siren song to 

risky rocks.  The best way to make money under high leverage standards is to arbitrage them – that is, to 

take more risk than the capital rules anticipate.  Could supervisors prevent this as some suggest?  

Maybe, but they haven’t been good at preventing much of anything anytime I can recall.  On a bank-by-

bank basis, supervisors may catch derring-do, but across the industry on a macro scale fast enough to 

prevent a rapid downward spiral?  It hasn’t happened yet – which is why I favor not just risk-based 

capital, but also lots more transparency for both banks and supervisors, along with more stringent 

corporate-governance requirements to make management and directors the first line of defense. 

 

Big banks will arbitrage leverage one way – modelling complex holdings and originating structured 

assets regulators will run from behind to catch if they can.  Small banks will do it differently – back to 

high-risk loans for speculative real estate and the like.  But, the result’s the same – banks blowing 

themselves up in ways that will force still more FDIC intervention, greater distrust of the industry and 

yet another round of punitive regulation. 

 

And, what of the FRB’s idea, which packages new limits on short-term wholesale funding for the biggest 

banks with expansion of the safety net for deserving non-banks?  We could debate this tonight from a 

policy perspective, but the business impact is clear.  Opening the FRB up to non-banks takes the 

fundamental business of financial intermediation away from banking organizations.  What’s in that for 

small ones?  Not much, I fear. 

 

 

Another Way 

 

You may still counter that all of these proposals are a ways out, should they come at all.  Thus, for now, 

small banks want big ones in a box and big ones want rules that, if possible, reward their more complex 

and costly compliance infrastructure.  I submit that this bet will work far better for the biggest banks – 

small banks can’t get Congress to act, but regulators will move forward with lots of rules that, if not 

carefully crafted, will put still more pressure on small institutions.   

 

Worse still, all this fratricide will distract banks from the most critical strategic challenge they face:  non-

bank providers of what were once core banking products. 

 

The industry faced this challenge before the 2008 crisis in the mortgage arena.  Non-bank originators 

and securitizers did lots of things banks thought better of until competitive temptation lured them down 

the same primrose path.  For now, banks are back in charge of mortgage finance, but fratricidal battles 

over what to do with Fannie, Freddie and the FHA are laying the seeds for a new mortgage-finance 

system that enshrines the role of the largest banks or, worse, the federal government. 

 

The same is true in retail-payment products.  As we talk about TBTF, Google and all sorts of innovative 

firms are playing with our smart phones, coming up with carefully-crafted products that do two things 

very, very well.  First, they take astute advantage of customer distrust of banks big and small to 

persuade them that products without an FDIC sticker are just about as safe.  Second, they execute 
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better and faster than many banks yet are able to do, in part because the regulatory framework from 

the CFPB and other agencies is miles behind the new providers. 

 

Is there any work underway by banks big and small to craft a new mortgage-finance framework?  Not so 

much – we’ve been bloodying each other up over the QM and, next up, the QRM.  Mobile payments?  

Again, I don’t see any forward-looking, cooperative effort at a next-generation payment system that 

promotes regulated banks.  A forward-looking assessment of consumer risks in emerging products to 

recommend to the CFPB?  Not yet. 

 

 

A Common Agenda 

 

Let’s put aside squabbling over TBTF to work together to make it work.  If small banks think big-bank 

living wills are irresolute, lay out specifics so that regulators can make them better.  If the FDIC is behind 

the curve crafting OLA, help to make it better faster.  Are there ways to make new payment 

technologies work for small banks as well as big ones?  Build them out fast, developing the equivalent of 

a correspondent network before non-bank providers moot the point.  What activities can safely be 

conducted in concert with gathering insured deposits and which should be pushed into holding-

company subsidiaries or out into the cold?  Small banks have far more self-interest in this than all their 

advocacy for push-outs might suggest since their vaunted ties with local consumers give them an edge in 

less traditional services. 

 

In short, what’s banking?  Is it an increasingly divisive business in which big and small banks eviscerate 

each other?  Rhetoric of late would suggest that this is the strategic vision that defines the banking 

business.  Too bad, since the pickings are large and the vultures are ready. 

     

 


